While other American novelists have been more celebrated in the past century of criticism, few have been hailed as his country's bridge between epic and novel as oft en as James Fenimore Cooper. Lukács found "truly epic grandeur" and "almost epic-like magnifi cence" in Cooper's portrayal of the Mohicans in the Leatherstocking Tales, as the fi ve novels following the career of Natty Bumppo came to be called even during Cooper's lifetime. Indeed, Lukács refers to Cooper's "immortal novel cycle" as "The Leather Stocking Saga," a title never attributed by Cooper or his contemporaries to the series, but which eff ectively highlights how much the fi ve thick novels had come to approximate epic literature.
 D. H. Lawrence, perhaps the most infl uential critic of Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales, collapses the categories of epic and novel into reading the stories as one epic novel: "They form a sort of American Odyssey, with Natty Bumppo for Odysseus."
 McWilliams sees The Last of the Mohicans (1826) as a dual turning point in American literature, when the American novel absorbs the epic and when the imaginative treatment of the Native American moves from poetry to prose.
 I take up the latter claim in chapter 6, but a discussion of Cooper's place in the epic-novel trajectory Chapter 5
Tracking Epic through The Leatherstocking Tales is a useful entry into the oft en bewildering changes involved in American thinking about epic between 1820 and the Civil War.
The Problem with the Great American Novel
Cooper's status as a bridge fi gure in the Lukács/Bakhtin trajectory is partly by association with his cultural moment. In a famous passage from his preface to The Yemassee (1835), which he subtitled "A Romance," William Gilmore Simms asserted that " [t] he modern Romance is the substitute which the people of the present day off er for the ancient epic."  Simms's romance seems to have been a direct response to Cooper's Mohicans, and Simms, who had previously attempted treating Native Americans in poetry in his Vision of Cortes (1828) , used the heroic lineage he traced for prose romance to emphasize a break from the domestic realism of the En glish novel, a break oft en connected to the romance/novel distinction Hawthorne insists on in the preface to The House of the Seven Gables (1851). Romance for Simms "substitute[s]" for epic, a form somehow unavailable, either by the form's outdatedness or by the inability of moderns to properly wield it. A generation later, epic would become a silent ancestor to the new concept of the Great American Novel, a term coined by John W. De Forest in 1868, and whose fi rst major candidate was Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom 's Cabin (1852) . Having been celebrated soon aft er its release (and by a British reviewer) as the "Iliad of the Blacks," Uncle Tom's Cabin was for De Forest better celebrated for its nationalism than for its racial politics, and the Great American Novel became a way of approximating epic without the danger of dragging the Iliad into literary discussions so soon aft er the Civil War.
 While Cooper's texts have rarely been off ered as candidates for the Great American Novel, Lawrence Buell's assertion that one of the twentieth century's top candidates was John Dos Passos's U.S.A., a trilogy of three novels,  suggests that the collective sweep of the Leatherstocking Tales had an indirect but important infl uence on the development of the later concept.
Simms was far from alone in his day in reading the epic into the novel, and vice versa. The same year that The Yemassee was published, the Literary Gazette reprinted an anonymous story titled "Aunt Tabitha Timpson; The Novel-Reader." A parody of women's sentimental reading of novels, the story gives an account of an old maid who read novels for almost seventy years and cried nearly the entire time. While Tabitha certainly read Clarissa and many lesser imitators, the narra-tor speaks of a par tic u lar binge period in her reading life, when she "read everything in the way of fi ction, from Homer's Odyssey to Lewis's Monk, [and then] she began and read them over again," especially identifying with the plights of Penelope and Dido.
 Far more earnest writers made similar connections. A writer for the Western Monthly Review in 1828 argued against the "crusade" against novels as a class, asserting that "Homer's Illiad [sic] and Odyssey, Virgil's Eneid, Milton's Paradise Lost, and Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, are novels-that is to say, fi ctions to create interest."
 Another writer made a bolder statement than even Simms had for modern fi ction in the Southern Literary Messenger: "The modern novel is the lineal descendant of the epic poem,-for what are the Odyssey and Aneid [sic] but novels in verse?"  If current literature was not itself of a heroic age, it could at least trace its parentage along aristocratic lines. The epic could be a means of elevating the novel, though it could also be a way of explaining sublime but confusing works such as Cooper's sweeping The Two Admirals (1842), which William Cullen Bryant (in words that echo bemused reviewers of Moby-Dick) called "a sort of naval epic in prose."

Cooper himself saw the novel as a rival to the epic, at least in the hands of Sir Walter Scott, whom the American novelist declared had "raised the novel, as near as might be, to the dignity of the epic."
 The modifying phrase is important here, however, both in corroborating Simms's sense of the romance as a "substitute" for epic and in highlighting Cooper's suspicion that modern society was simply not amenable to epic. In the preface to his projected thirteen-volume "Legends of the Thirteen Republics," a lightly fi ctionalized history of the original states, Cooper assured his readers that he "has made no impious attempt to rob Joe Miller of his jokes; the sentimentalists of their pathos; nor the newspaper Homers of their loft y inspirations."  This was both a disavowal of the use of popu lar (and thus questionable) sources and a refusal to participate in the discourses of what Cooper clearly saw as lower-class literature. His reference to "newspaper Homers" may be seen as a version of journalists' reputation for self-aggrandizing prose, exemplifi ed in British literature by Mr. Puff in Richard B. Sheridan's The Critic (1779), but this comment is a criticism not of Homer as much as of the uses to which Cooper saw him and his classical peers put. In The Pioneers, a recitation of Virgil by the most advanced student in the frontier town of Templeton is so embarrassing as to convince the trustees of the boy's academy to drop classics from the curriculum.
 Cooper, a ready Latinist as a boy who nevertheless admitted to a professor at his alma mater that he "never studied but one regular lesson in Homer,"
 would have appreciated the indiff erence toward the classics that remote towns like Templeton (based on his own hometown of Cooperstown, New York) found necessary. Yet Homer was also an authority of last resort for Cooper and his supporters. In defending his portrayal of Native characters such as Chingachgook and Uncas as idealized and dignifi ed, Cooper concluded his 1850 preface to the collected Leatherstocking Tales thus: "It is the privilege of all writers of fi ction, more particularly when their works aspire to the elevation of romances, to present the beau-idéal of their characters to the reader. This it is which constitutes poetry, and to suppose that the red man is to be represented only in the squalid misery or in the degraded moral state that certainly more or less belongs to his condition, is, we apprehend, taking a very narrow view of an author's privileges. Such criticism would have deprived the world of even Homer" (2:492). Literature itself would have stopped in ovo, Cooper argued, if critics held the same standards in Homer's day that they did in his own. The continuation of literature aft er Homer was in just as much danger, according to one writer rising in answer to the claim that Cooper was a mere imitator of Scott: "[I]s every writer of an epic an imitator of Homer?"  To share a form with a prior writer might not amount to imitation, but the proximity was at times for Cooper too close for comfort. In his eff orts to forge his own name, Cooper wrote not only novels of Indian adventure but some of the fi rst American sea novels, utopia and dystopia narratives, the fi rst history of the US Navy, and the fi rst American novels written as series, among other forms.
 Like Natty Bumppo leaving what he sees as the crowding of civilization into Templeton, heading "towards the setting sun,-the foremost in that band of Pioneers, who are opening the way for the march of the nation across the continent" (1:465), Cooper's continuous need to create new kinds of novels was in fact widening Scott's infl uence into more and more subgenres of the novel. As with his most famous character, Cooper was part of the very problem that he was trying to escape in his quest for originality.
Epic-to-Novel: A Five-Way Street?
If Cooper did not achieve his highest goals, what he did accomplish was considerable, as is evident in his comments about the epic-novel relationship in the prefaces to The Leatherstocking Tales, where the series fi nds connections to epic in company with history, high drama, painting, and poetry, among other forms. The preface to the fi rst edition of The Deerslayer (1841), the last novel to be written but the one set earliest in Bumppo's life, was the fi rst moment when Cooper wrote publicly of his view of the series as a whole; there he says that the Tales "form now something like a drama in fi ve acts; complete as to material in design, though quite probably very incomplete as to execution" (2:485). Concerned that the wide range of time between the novels-Deerslayer was published eigh teen years aft er Pioneers-aff ected not only the continuity of style but also the continuity of readers, Cooper was already referring to his latest novel as "the last in execution, though the fi rst in order of perusal" (2:485), indicating that he thought readers should proceed according to Bumppo's chronology through the works. Such would be consistent with his sense of what he had achieved as related in the fi rst preface to The Prairie (1827), which was written immediately aft er Mohicans and which, because it depicts Bumppo's death, Cooper believed was the last he would write of his character. Knowing that it was already unusual to focus on the same character in three separate novels, Cooper presented himself as a "faithful chronicler" of a life in his Leatherstocking works. While he found "something suffi ciently instructive or touching" in tracing a life from birth near the Atlantic to death on the western plain, he also considered such an imaginative conception to bear a curious relationship with historical fact: "That the changes, which might have driven a man so constituted to such an expedient [as to migrate to the Prairie], have actually occurred within a single life, is a matter of undeniable history;-that they did produce such an eff ect on the Scout of the Mohicans, the Leatherstocking of the Pioneers and the Trapper of the Prairie, rests on an authority no less imposing than these veritable pages" (1:882). The power of the series for Cooper is the commentary on American history that it provides. Natty Bumppo is witness to the wild, colonial era of northern New York, both in peace and in war; he lives through the Revolution (though that era is never depicted in the Tales), the era of nation-building, and fi nally the era of exploration and westward migration, as he journeys through the Prairie at the same time that Lewis and Clark make their voyage to the Pacifi c. If this is a fi ve-act drama, it is high drama indeed; the central hero acquires interest not only for himself but for what the reader/viewer might see around him. The fact that so many of the chapter epigraphs in these novels (especially the fi rst three) are from Shakespeare is no coincidence. At nearly the same time that Thomas Carlyle made the argument that Shakespeare's British history plays constituted a national epic (as discussed in chap. 4), Cooper claimed to have done something similar for America.
Unlike Carlyle, however, Cooper does not make the connection between sweeping historical drama and the cultural work of epic. He invoked Homer in his 1850 preface to the Tales as a series, but only in reference to his technique. In the Deerslayer preface where the fi gure of the fi ve-act drama appears, that metaphor immediately follows another taken from an extranovelistic art. Claiming that his readers' enthusiasm for the fi rst three books induced him to write more (the 1840 preface to Pathfi nder would claim it was his publisher's fault for proposing it), Cooper found that "the pictures [i.e., the earlier novels], of [Bumppo's] life, such as they are, were already so complete as to excite some little desire to see the 'study,' from which they have all been drawn" (2:485). This sentence plays on an element of Cooper's style that was perhaps his most celebrated quality during his lifetime: his talent for landscape description made his "chief praise" to be "a paint er with words."  Cooper paid close attention to what people said about his works. The "latent regard" for Bumppo that Cooper would claim in 1850 had induced him to write Pathfi nder was likely at least partly induced by his readers (2:489); he averred that receiving a fan letter from a woman in Britain who asked him for a book remarkably like Deerslayer while he was working on that book had convinced him not to destroy the manuscript (2:485). He certainly would have known his reputation for paint erly eff ects when he adopted that language to explain his own thinking. The grammar of his pictorial statement is also intriguing, as the "desire to see the 'study' " comes not from the readers but from him as the author. Where would an author fi nd the study that provided his own work? Perhaps Cooper here alludes to the delving into earlier American history, which he certainly would have been pleased to do aft er his rude awakening to the realities of Jacksonian democracy upon his return to the United States in 1832. In any case, it suggests that the Leatherstocking Tales, or Leatherstocking himself, enjoys a fi rmer reality than that of most fi ctions. And a key part of that reality involves how Natty Bumppo responds aesthetically to landscape.
Cooper was himself an art enthusiast who considered himself a connoisseur; he easily befriended artists including Cole, Horatio Greenough, William Dunlap, and especially Samuel F. B. Morse. Cooper was one of the most famous commentators on Thomas Cole's work and contributed an eight-page review of The Course of Empire to Louis Legrand's hagiographic biography of Cole. There Cooper "pronounced" Cole's fi ve-canvas series "a grand epic poem, with a nation for its hero, and a series of national actions and events for its achievements," expressing great satisfaction in Cole's raising landscape "to a level with the heroic in historical composition."
 He was conversant in the critical language of the contemporary art world, and he had an eye for both painted and real scenery. And while fi lling his Tales with richly descriptive scenes, Cooper showed the moral valences of such views as well.
Early in Deerslayer, Bumppo (known at this point by the title of the novel) and his companion, Hurry Harry, exit the forest for the young Deerslayer's fi rst view of Lake Otsego; the description moves from the total view ("the most striking peculiarities of this scene, were its solemn solitude, and sweet repose"), to the major elements ("the mirror-like surface of the lake, the placid void of the heavens, and the dense setting of the wood"), and down to the details of individual species, including "dark, Rembrandt-looking hem-locks," " 'quivering aspens' " (set off in quotation marks by Cooper to highlight the allusion to Scott's Waverly), and "melancholy pines" (2:514). The grand vista is delightful, but it is also a veiled critique of the inroads into the landscape made by the people of Templeton in Pioneers. More immediately, it is also a test for the two witnesses of the pristine scene. Deerslayer gasps audibly at his fi rst glance, and aft er taking in the above description, he exclaims, "This is grand!-'Tis solemn!-'Tis an edication of itself to look upon! . . . every thing left in the ordering of the Lord, to live and die according to his own designs and laws!" (2:513-14). As the pair of adventurers boat across the lake, Deerslayer's assumed reaction is elevated further, but in stark contrast to Harry's thoughts: "The placid water swept round in a graceful curve, the rushes bent gently towards its surface, and the trees over-hung it as usual, but all lay in the soothing and sublime solitude of a wilderness. The scene was such as a poet, or an artist would have delighted in, but it had no charm for Hurry Harry, who was burning with impatience to get a sight of his light-minded beauty" (2:533-34). The beauty alluded to, Judith Hutter, is the central love interest of the novel, and the greed with which Harry anticipates seeing her face, a kind of portrait contemplation, suff ers alongside the poet-or artist-pleasure that Deerslayer enjoys in the present moment, a plea sure in the more prestigious genre of landscape.
While the interest of Leatherstocking for Cooper involves the passage of time, it no less involves the freezing of it in poetic landscapes such as this one. That Cooper intimates rather than asserts that Deerslayer is a poet in the above scene suggests that he expects his earlier readers to understand that such was a characteristic and lifelong part of Bumppo's relationship to nature. In describing a waterfall above the Hudson to his young protégé Oliver Effi ngham in Pioneers, Bumppo paints such a vivid word picture that the educated Oliver exclaims that his mentor is "eloquent," though Bumppo reveals his ignorance of the word's meaning (1:297). Cooper portrays his hunter as a natural poet, one proudly ignorant of books but deeply sensitive to the lessons of the vista. And that sense of natural poetry was crucial to Cooper, who stated in the 1831 preface to Mohicans, "the business of a writer of fi ction is to approach, as near as his powers will allow, to poetry," and that his intention in writing the fi rst three Tales was to "poetically . . . furnish a witness to the truth of those wonderful alterations which distinguish the progress of the American nation, to a degree that has been hitherto unknown, and to which hundreds of living men might equally speak" (1:476, 475). Bumppo's poetry is a poetry of witness, and it makes him what Emerson called a "representative man," not only an example of a type but the fullest expression of that type, one that Cooper understood as existing in an actual generation of American life, but that found its "beau-idéal" in Natty Bumppo. The next section seeks to trace Cooper's development of his character and his place in epic tradition across the nearly twenty years of the series' composition.
There and Back Again: The Place of Convention and the Convention of Place
Reading Cooper's Tales oft en has a cyclical feeling to it, partly because of the overlapping chronologies of the books. On the one hand, Cooper began suggesting with The Prairie that the reading order should follow the progression of Natty's life. However, the order of composition gave Cooper's initial audience much more of a back-and-forth experience, both spatially and temporally. In this section I examine the major epic conventions that Cooper incorporates into his novels, by title and in order of composition, in order to reconstruct what it meant to Cooper to engage the epic tradition at various stages in his own life and in his work with the life of his most famous character. While I generally refer to that character by his birth name (Nathaniel or Natty Bumppo) in this chapter, this section will use the various names that are bestowed on him in each volume. Bumppo is a self-made man, in that his deeds rather than his birth dictate his name, but as a sign of the dependence of a hero on the celebration of his deeds, he does not choose those names but rather receives them. In this way, Bumppo the self-made man is in fact made by his ever-changing milieux, and by the vicissitudes of his own life. He is a lone, mythic fi gure, but he is far from self-suffi cient.
The Pioneers (1823)
In debates over which of the Tales is most epic (Mohicans is the usual but disputed winner in this debate), The Pioneers is probably the only one of the fi ve never off ered as a candidate. The story revolves around domestic drama, mysteries of Oliver's background and the interior of Natty's cabin, and the rapidly changing scenery of Lake Otsego as Templeton moves from frontier outpost to western boomtown. Much of the initial action follows the perspective of Elizabeth Temple (the daughter of Templeton's found er, Judge Marmaduke Temple), who has returned aft er receiving an elite education in New York City. She is charmed by the sublime landscape and amazed at the growth of the town, but her early impressions of the aged Leatherstocking and John Mohegan, while intriguing, involve no pretensions to heroism or unusual importance. When Elizabeth chooses Leatherstocking as "my knight" in representing her in the Christmas turkey-shoot, she says it playfully, and as much to slight the overly proud Oliver as to honor the old hunter (1:187). When his rifl e hangs fi re in his fi rst attempt, it seems that both hunter and weapon are showing their age, though his second attempt succeeds at winning the prize turkey (1:195). And while Leatherstocking has clearly been a long-term resident of the Otsego region and his companion, John Mohegan, shows signs of dignity and grace, the pair are marginal fi gures, not left in the wilderness or integrated into the town; John is a Christian convert, but only superfi cially, and his most powerful conversion, to alcoholism, has destroyed his constitution. They are relics of the New York wilderness that is about to disappear in the wake of Templeton's progress.
And yet glimmers of a heroic past appear in rare moments. In the midst of loud conversation and singing among various groups in the tavern, the drunken John Mohegan draws unwanted attention as he ominously recollects what he has been:
Mohegan was uttering dull, monotonous tones, keeping time by a gentle motion of his head and body. He made use of but few words, and such as he did utter were in his native language, and consequently, only understood by himself and Natty. Without heeding Richard, he continued to sing a kind of wild, melancholy air, that rose, at times, in sudden and quite elevated notes, and then fell again into the low, quavering sounds, that seemed to compose the character of his music. . . . Mohegan continued to sing, while his countenance was becoming vacant, though, coupled with his thick bushy hair, it was assuming an expression very much like brutal ferocity. His notes were gradually growing louder, and soon rose to a height that caused a general cessation in the discourse. (1:165) The Indian's lament stops the townspeople's festivities cold. Natty rebukes his friend, not for interrupting, but for singing out of season: "Why do you sing of your battles, Chingachgook, and of the warriors you have slain, when the worst enemy of all is near you, and keeps the Young Ea gle from his rights? I have fought in as many battles as any warrior in your tribe, but cannot boast of my deeds at such a time as this" (1:165). Mohegan's fury does not subside however, and he attempts to untie his tomahawk from his belt, but Natty takes him out the door, muttering, "This is the way with all the savages; give them liquor, and they make dogs of themselves" (1:166). The others in the tavern laugh off the interruption and continue their festivities.
In the eyes of the townspeople, Mohegan's mourning of his heroism seems more of a set piece than anything else. While the noise and threat of violence break into civil society for a brief moment, it has no permanent eff ect. Mohegan had once been a hero, but his mourning, like Natty's morose silence, is an ignored rebuke of the violence of urban development-it is a lament with no hope of redemption into glory. The greatest enemy that Natty alludes to is Judge Temple, who Natty and Oliver believe is withholding legal title to land that belonged to Oliver's family; the new foe wields weapons of law and writing, rather than tomahawks and fi rearms. While the perceived villainy turns out to be an illusion at the end of the novel, the violence of the law is held up as an insidious evil, though a necessary one, throughout the story. Natty's two great acts of heroism in the middle of the book, the killing of a deer in the lake and the killing of a panther about to attack Elizabeth and her friend, are defi ned not by a code of honor, as Natty would understand it, but by law. The panther earns Natty a bounty from the county; the deer killed out of season warrants a fi ne and imprisonment. When Natty defends the privacy of his home from the offi cial who comes to seize the deer (though merely as a pretense to search the cabin for rumored trea sure), his fate is sealed, and he stands trial for defying the law. All the while, Natty continually upholds a higher law, condemning the "wasty ways" of the townspeople in felling ancient trees and slaughtering thousands of migrating pigeons and fi sh, more for sport than out of any physical need. Natty, like Mohegan, takes the long view, longer than that which Judge Temple continually tries to support above the short-term plans of his townspeople. While Temple's goal is to develop a sustainable community-and thus restrain the consumption of natural resources-Natty sees the very appearance of Temple and his enterprise as condemning the landscape and the lifestyle it supported to extinction despite the best civilized eff orts at preservation.
The long view takes its most physical form in the book in "Mount Vision," the highest point on Lake Otesgo, which Judge Temple named in honor of his fi rst view from the summit, which "seemed to me as the deceptions of a dream," consisting of "boundless forest, except where the lake lay, like a mirror of glass" (1:236). The landscape was beautiful to Temple, but he also saw the potential for development, seeing a pine tree as the future site for his house, places for roads and buildings. In contrast, Leatherstocking's views are of nature itself and the rhythm of seasons and migrations that accentuate its scene-despite his own, little-suspected impact on the landscape in his hunting practices and his "smoke curling from under the mountain," the sight of which attracts Temple during his fi rst visit. The Vision, as the mountain is usually called in the book, is the site of futurity and of vista, but it is frequently a place of danger as well. Elizabeth's fi rst visit is a treacherous one, as she negotiates steep, slippery paths choked with mud and barely escapes a falling tree on the return trip. Her second visit leads to her encounter with the panther, which again almost proves fatal. Her third and fi nal visit, during which she plans to meet Leatherstocking with supplies to aid his escape aft er his jailbreak, fi nds her, John Mohegan, and Oliver all trapped on the mountain as a forest fi re sweeps up the far side and engulfs the entire summit. Leatherstocking's last-minute rescue saves the young people's lives, but Mohegan is mortally burned aft er stoically resigning himself to the fl ames. The approach of death is centered on eyes, as Natty tells Oliver, "His time has come lad; I see it in his eyes;-when an Indian fi xes his eye, he means to go but to one place" (1:424). When a minister tries to speak to Mohegan, the Indian "fastened his dark eyes on him, steadily, but vacantly. No sign of recognition was made; and in a moment he moved his head again slowly towards the vale, and begun to sing, using his own language, in those low, guttural tones that have been so oft en mentioned, his notes rising with his theme, till they swelled so loud as to be distinct" (1:425-26). The song is one of futurity, but rather than envisioning the growth of a city or the decline of heroes, Mohegan sings of death, a death of "the just" that will reward him for his heroic past, which he looks forward to in the posture of looking out across the valley from the Vision. He dies "with his glassy eyes open, and fi xed on the distant hills, as if the deserted shell were tracing the fl ight of the spirit to its new abode" (1:429). The vision of futurity becomes a vision of death and the hereaft er, as the man who is known in the story as the last of a great nation dies facing west, seeking a new point of origin at the end of all things. This most manifest vestige of epic in a book about laws, inheritance, and marriage makes the American landscape a place of both promise and destruction, even as the landscape's destruction can be witnessed-in the rapidity of the forest fi re or the gradual increase of Templeton-and that vision is carried west by Natty in the closing pages of the book.
The Last of the Mohicans (1826)
To understand Cooper's goals in the Tales, it is important to note that Natty Bumppo is not the central character in either of the fi rst two books. In Pioneers, he had been an aging hunter caught on the edge of civilization; in Mohicans, he is the heroic scout Hawk-eye who leads fair maidens through the forest and aids the military eff orts of both British and Mohican forces with natural but subordinate leadership. The title of Mohicans refers to Uncas, the son of Chingachgook, who had met his end in Pioneers aft er surviving his son, the last of the line. Uncas has been held up as an Achilles fi gure in Cooper's writing, a beautiful young warrior whose prowess is defeated only by treachery, not by being out-mastered by an opponent. Mohicans is certainly the most Iliadic of the Tales, between the two large-scale battle scenes and the only epigraphs from Homer that appear in any of the novels. However, the ways in which Cooper deploys Homer in his text do not readily admit of the simple mapping of characters and conventions. The fi rst epigraph, to chapter 24, quotes the reaction to Nestor's speech encouraging the Greeks to resume the war with Troy, alluding to Magua's oratorical mastery of the Hurons in spurring them to war. The other epigraph, from the same council in Iliad II, describes Achilles rising to address the king and his assembly; however, the key speaker in this chapter is "La Longue Carabine," the Canada name for Natty Bumppo meaning "the long rifl e," and that role winds up being contested, as Duncan Heyward, whose ideas of chivalry are strongly tinted by romances of medieval knights-errant, pretends to be Hawk-eye in order to protect the scout. The real Hawk-eye, not understanding his friend's intention, counters. The other orator in the chapter besides Tamenund, a century-old avatar of the famous historical chief and the clear king fi gure of the scene, is Magua. The ambiguity of which character is being alluded to is typical of Cooper's epigraphic practice, but this sole mention of Achilles in the book suggests that there is no one Achilles; the Greek warrior's prowess and narrative importance are shared by several characters (including Uncas), yet owned by none. Homer is more important for lending atmosphere than for providing direct sources for convention or character, and this use of tone as a traditional convention may be Cooper's greatest innovation in bringing epic into Mohicans.
Other epic works lend themselves to the tone as well, generally those with powerful emphases on loss and survival, such as Scott's Lay of the Last Minstrel and Gray's "The Bard," the latter providing the epigraph for the battle scene outside Fort William Henry. These more modern ancestors share indirectly in commentary that Cooper makes on the modern iterations of epic poetry. One site of overlooked commentary is the character most oft en criticized by early reviewers of Mohicans: David Gamut, the gangly singing master from New En gland, the "bore" or comic-relief character who seems like a benevolent, though no less single-minded, Ichabod Crane. He carries a copy of the Bay Psalm Book, as much a part of him as the rifl e Kill-deer is part of Hawk-eye, and sings from the book at every opportunity. His relentless moralizing and psalm singing drove many readers distracted, and in this light Cooper's characterization of Gamut aft er the fi ght at Glenn's Falls sheds light on his understanding of Christian modernity's roots:
He was, in truth, a minstrel of the western continent, of a much later day, certainly, than those gift ed bards, who formerly sung the profane renown of baron and prince, but aft er the spirit of his own age and country; and he was now prepared to exercise the cunning of his craft , in celebration of, or rather in thanksgiving for, the recent victory. . . . Never minstrel, or by what ever more suitable name David should be known, drew upon his talents in the presence of more insensible auditors; though considering the singleness and sincerity of his motive, it is probable that no bard of profane song ever uttered notes that ascended so near to that throne, where all homage and praise is due. (1:605-6)
The bardic material of the Western world is not a new set of ballads or lays but the psalms of the Hebrew Bible, some of the fi rst poetry to reach British America and that, though it had become dated even as liturgical content aft er the rise of hymnody in the eigh teenth century, had remarkable longevity-even a sense of connecting to America's distant past as well as Israel's. Gamut is a "bard" who performs for an Audience of one, and who cannot convince other people to engage with his songs but sings for his patron nonetheless. The blend of mocking tone and admiration for David's commitment to his art makes this a diffi cult passage to parse, but the comparison to ancient bards stresses both the overseriousness of Gamut's self-image and his participation in a tradition that predates the psalms themselves. The Christianity that he professes becomes important to some of the other white characters at critical moments in the narrative, but by and large his sheer devotion is his greatest power, as when the Iroquois leave him unharmed as he sings at top volume across the battlefi eld at Fort William Henry-at fi rst believing that he is lustily singing his "death song" and then leaving him as sacred because they judge him insane (1:674). Epic rage has become the farcical madness of religious devotion. This parody of the bard-as-convention emphasizes a recurring practice in the book. Much of the moral commentary in Mohicans, as in Branagan's Avenia, comes across in the failure of epic conventions. Even when moments more seriously approach Homeric stature, things tend to fall apart in Mohicans. The single combat between Chingachgook and Magua, famously depicted by N. C. Wyeth in his Mohicans series, is thrilling but inconclusive, as Hawk-eye's idle commentating aft er Chingachgook subdues his enemy allows Magua to escape aft er faking death. The single combat that should happen at the end of the book, that between Uncas and Magua, turns into a melee, as Magua's supporter stabs the captive Cora in a fi t of rage, and then Magua stabs his supporter in revenge and stabs Uncas in the back before the warrior can recover from a fl ying leap; Hawkeye can only witness the carnage from a distance, and he kills Magua with a rifl e shot. Aft er a brilliantly executed battle that has decimated the Hurons, Uncas fi nds himself dying not as Achilles, or even as Hector, but in a horrible breach of the Indian code of war. The mourning scene that follows is much more decorous and symmetrical than the fi nal struggle, though the lament for the beautiful Cora and the love she shared with Uncas across racial lines changes the nature of the lament. The death of Uncas means certain doom for the Delawares, as it did for Troy at Hector's funeral, but celebrating the tragedy of faithful lovers separated forever, culminating in a burial of the two victims as husband and wife, mixes the tears of those immortalizing the hero and those immortalizing the lovers. As Hawk-eye and Chingachgook shed tears, their bond is sealed even more fully, though they are now heroic survivors, not conquering heroes.
The Prairie (1827)
The third Tale is set ten years past the end of Pioneers, but thematically it is very much a sequel to Mohicans. While Hawk-eye's sadness in the fi rst novel is tempered by his love for his friends and for the wilderness, Leatherstocking's loss through his exile from his native ground (this is the only Tale not set in New York) has no check. The wilderness is all-encompassing and extends spiritually as well as physically, a scene of alienation reminiscent of Adam and Eve's expulsion from Eden. Deprived of his homeland, his friend Chingachgook, and his characteristic eyesight (he is known in this book simply as "the trapper," fi nding himself unable to live anymore by hunting), Natty Bumppo is a desolate man in a desolate place. At the same time, that place is one of infi nite possibility, as unknown travelers approach from all directions, requiring if anything more vigilance than in the forest. The historical sweep of the pioneers in the fi rst novel and of the Indians' disappearance in the second continues with waves of westward migration in the third. However, that wave is only in the distance in Prairie, as the trapper inhabits the Great Plains west of the Mississippi during the voyage of Lewis and Clark. The book is all expectation, and anything can happen (and almost does). Indian wars, wagon trains, prairie fi res, and bison stampedes all anticipate conventions that would defi ne the western adventure genre in the later nineteenth century, but as usual in the Tales, the landscape dominates the atmosphere and drives the plot.
Unlike the picturesque vistas of New York's lakes, the rolling prairie off ers endless prospects, but little hope: "From the summits of the swells, the eye became fatigued with the sameness and chilling dreariness of the landscape. The earth was not unlike the ocean, when its restless waters are heaving heavily, aft er the agitation and fury of the tempest have begun to lessen. There was the same waving and regular surface, the same absence of foreign objects, and the same boundless extent to the view" (1:892). The endless prospects in Prairie are sites for scouting game and enemies, particularly the avaricious bands of Sioux and the stubborn, amoral pioneers represented by the gigantic Ishmael Bush and his family. If the Indians possess a similar grace to those of their eastern counterparts, the Bushes are almost monstrous, powerful yet uninterested, autochthonous yet not native to their surroundings. The civilized future of Templeton has been reversed into the uncertain future of the frontier, where both the Sioux and the more noble Pawnee sense their impending doom in the rise of white migration, while most of the whites who have thus far penetrated the Plains are lawless, uncaring souls who leave as little mark on those they encounter as their wheels do on the ground almost too hard to cultivate.
Yet all this surfeit of scarcity serves to clear space for Natty Bumppo-as-trapper to emerge as the undisputed hero for the fi rst time. He is both the sage, able to read the landscape and the faces of people, and the tactician, skilled in anticipating and devising "sarcumventions." Natty's sole companion besides the stragglers who attach themselves to him is his faithful dog, Hector. The name is a curious one for the dog of a man proud of his lack of book knowledge, but in the wake of Hawk-eye's terrible loss at the end of Mohicans, the dog is a beloved though inadequate substitute for the Mohican companions. Indeed, though Natty alludes to owning dogs in other novels such as Pathfi nder, the only dogs to appear in the Tales are in the novels of old age, aft er either Uncas or Chingachgook have been lost. Hector had also appeared in Pioneers, but here his name carries greater poignancy, particularly as he suff ers old age and death along with his master; though it turns out that pups descended from Hector's family live on, he is the last companion of a man whose own line is ending. In the course of the narrative, the trapper encounters an Indian, Hard-Heart, who fulfi lls the promise of Uncas, a young warrior who is nevertheless a wise, respected chief who leads his Pawnee nation into battle, defeating his opponent in the satisfying single combat-mounted on horses, no less-that was denied the young Delaware in Mohicans. Natty continually likens the Pawnee to the Delawares, as if he hoped to create a new version of his life in a foreign wilderness; this is, in fact, his motive for leaving Templeton in the fi rst place. The trapper is a consummate wanderer by now, not only having walked all the way to the Plains from upstate New York but also having been over the Rockies to the Pacifi c and back by the opening of the Prairie's narrative. As a witness to American history, he has literally seen it all.
The trapper ends his life not on the shores of the Pacifi c to complete the continental sweep but in the center of the continent (though the far west of the nation at the time), at the line where beginnings and endings meet. Among the characters he encounters is Captain Middleton, the grandson of Duncan and Alice Heyward from Mohicans who actually knows the trapper's history-his exploits, his friends, his previous names. Even as the trapper reaches the point where his name fades to an epithet and he fi nds himself unable to do deeds like those in Mohicans, his story lives on in the families that knew him. His death is peaceful and easy, in honor among the Pawnees and next to his new white friends; he is buried with Hector, who the Pawnees have stuff ed to soft en the blow of his prior death, and Kill-deer returns to Oliver Effi ngham in New York. His grave lies by oak trees in the midst of the prairie, and a gravestone makes him a permanent fi xture in one of the few fi xed points in a weirdly blank landscape. Where the man physically fails, his story achieves transcendent permanence both in the land and in the minds of his friends.
The poignancy of this good death heightens through contrast with another death two chapters earlier. Ishmael Bush's brother-in-law, Abiram, a counterfeiter and kidnapper on the run, is found to have murdered Ishmael's oldest son, Asa, and in a case of frontier justice the family's leader decides to execute his brother-in-law. Ishmael's wife, Esther, fi nds herself torn between outrage over the loss of her son and pity for her brother, but Ishmael insists that Abiram execute himself by hanging from a ghastly, dead willow tree, "a noble and solemn monument of former fertility," with "ragged and fantastick branches"-as if taken from a Samuel Becket set (1:1283). The night following, as wind howls across the prairie, the wanderer Ishmael feels "a keen sense of solitude" (1:1291) for the fi rst time in his life. In this moment, he hears screams on the wind, and his wife insists that they return to the tree to bury her brother. They fi nd "a human form swinging, in the wind, beneath the ragged and shining arm of the willow," with pages from a fragment of Esther's disintegrating Bible scattered from the dead man's hands on the ground. As the husband and wife approach the body once it is on the ground, the heartbreak of the scene becomes a Christian version of Priam's petition to Achilles for the body of his son:
The grave was soon dug. It was instantly made to receive its miserable tenant. As the lifeless form descended, Esther, who sustained the head, looked up into the face of her husband, with an expression of anguish, and said-"Ishmael, my man, it is very terrible. I cannot kiss the corpse of my father's child!"
The squatter laid his broad hand on the bosom of the dead and said, "Abiram White, we all have need of mercy, from my soul, do I forgive you. May God in Heaven have pity on your sins."
The woman bowed her face, and imprinted her lips long and fervently on the pallid forehead of her brother. Aft er this came the falling clods and all the solemn sounds of fi lling a grave. Esther lingered on her knees, and Ishmael stood uncovered while the woman muttered a prayer. All was then fi nished.
(1:1293) Buried in an unmarked grave at the foot of a dead tree, condemned for committing a horrendous murder, Abiram White is not so much mourned as the occasion for mourning-for the murdered Asa, for the heartbroken Esther, for the profoundly isolated Ishmael. The husband and wife come together at the grave, her grief partially healed by her husband's act of forgiveness. Aft er the work is done, no trace of Abiram, or of the Bushes, remains in the prairie, as the family begins the march back east the next day and eventually fades into oblivion in the western towns. The trapper has been the nexus for the changing lives of many in Prairie: the downfall of the band of Sioux that harass him, the annihilation of the Bush clan by the force of their own family's sin, and the upward mobility of the young pioneers he meets. The Homeric close to their story marks a race that leaves no trace; unlike Troy, no one is left to remember Abiram or the Bushes. In contrast, Middleton adds a line to Natty's requested epitaph, the closing line of the novel, "May no wanton hand ever disturb his remains"
(1:1317), as a means of ensuring the permanence of his memory, even if his life had been marked by impermanence and oft en bewildering change. At the point that Natty Bumppo ends, his infl uence on the country turns full circle-that is, back to the east, back to the point of origin, even as he fi nds peace in some of the last wilderness available to him.
The Pathfinder (1840)
Cooper was certain that he had left Natty Bumppo behind with the last line of Prairie; the hero's "chronicler" was surely the last person to disturb his remains. Yet he returned, for reasons still unclear, to the character thirteen years later, aft er several years' residence in Eu rope, an extended hiatus from novel writing, and a reputation fast deteriorating in the States thanks to several volumes of vituperative po litical commentary and a number of nasty, well-publicized lawsuits that had drawn criticism from many quarters. Cooper's view of America's progress had changed from one of guarded optimism to disappointment, and his view of novel writing had changed from the art of presenting real life to creating art that generated moral uplift in its readers. If Cooper had begun to come to terms with the power of his Leatherstocking character in Prairie, he would make his new novel about America witnessing the growth of that character, rather than vice versa. Filled with some of Cooper's most compelling landscape descriptions and several scenes of sailing maneuvers of the kind he had reveled in while writing The Spy, The Red Rover, and The Water-Witch, the fourth Tale combined two of Cooper's signature settingsships and forests-as the backdrop for a rewriting of the Aeneas-Dido story.
Critics have noted that Pathfi nder, as Natty is known in this book, makes little happen in the plot. George Dekker has observed that Pathfi nder represents Cooper's only foray into adapting Scott's wavering Waverley character, whose internal drama of choice is more important than the external drama of wars and adventures. The story takes place soon aft er that of Mohicans, with Pathfi nder and Chingachgook both still middle-aged but with Uncas only a memory. While Pathfi nder has a new protégé in Jasper Western, his most important companion is the young, beautiful Mabel Dunham, with whom both Pathfi nder and Western fall in love. The only scene in the Tales to depict Natty Bumppo weeping freely besides Uncas's funeral occurs when Mabel rejects his proposal. Cooper clearly found this moment critical for Natty's character development, and his final renouncement of marriage aft er Mabel later agrees on her father's deathbed to marry the Pathfi nder ensures that he will in fact go on to be the great, solitary hunter he was famous for being in the earlier books.
The question as to how Pathfi nder will deal with Aeneas's choice to either stay with Dido or follow his destiny is as false as it was for Aeneas-but only because we know the story already. Virgil announces in the fi rst page of the Aeneid that his hero will go on to found a nation in Italy, and the impossibility of doing so in Carthage requires him by sheer narrative logic to give up the girl. Similarly, readers of Pioneers and Prairie would already know that Natty Bumppo spends his life alone. Thus, if the suspense of the actual choice is removed, something else must generate the interest. And here is where I see Pathfi nder's greatest claim as a turning point in the series: by narrating a story with a known outcome, Cooper practices what Goethe and other German writers of his day called "epic deferral," the technique of slowing down an already known story in order to tease out the meaning, the importance, the poetic possibilities of that story.

Natty had become a new kind of epic hero for Cooper in Pathfi nder, one in whom he found "an interest . . . that falls little short of reality," yet could be larger than life even in a supporting role. As the great empires of Eu rope rage across a vast American wilderness, Natty Bumppo wonders whether to join them. Only a character already well known and invested with power by his readers could pull that off .
Cooper doubted that his new book would be received as well as the fi rst three, and he complained in the 1850 preface that his fears had been confi rmed, yet Pathfi nder was perhaps the most celebrated of all the Tales in Eu ro pe an countries. It prompted Balzac to call Bumppo "a statue, a magnifi cent moral hermaphrodite," and the Rus sian critic V. G. Belinsky found the novel to be "Shakespearian drama in the form of a novel-the only creation in this genre, entirely without equal, a triumph of modern art in the sphere of epic poetry."  While Balzac incisively highlighted Cooper's elevation of Natty Bumppo to mythic status, Belinsky made the complex connection between epic, novel, and drama that I have argued was implicit in the prefaces to Deerslayer; the power of the work is the coexistence of multiple genres operating together, creating not only a romance narrative but also a larger story about the emergence of a nation among several empires. Signifi cantly, in Mohicans, Prairie, and Pathfi nder the Manichean drama of the good Indian / bad Indian is always complicated by the fact that multiple empires are involved in each stage of the drama: France, En gland, the Iroquois, the Delawares, the Sioux, the Pawnees, and even the lawless pioneers must all work by stratagem and alliance to stay viable in contested territory, and nature as an actor in the story of America is readily apparent even in the seeming interethnic harmony of Pioneers. To enhance the Leatherstocking's near, until the crack of his rifl e became as terrible to the ears of the Mingos, as the thunders of the Manitou" (2:1027-28). By contrast, Judith Hutter's name diminishes in proportion. As a beauty of "fame," Judith is sought out by men and in danger of both their physical aggression and the rumors that they spread of her character. Aft er she discovers that Thomas Hutter is not her real father, she happens on a cache of family papers. The only other witness to this cache is Deerslayer, who, being illiterate, can only read the pain of Judith's reaction in her expressions. The girl's education is "far superior to her situation in life," which allows her to scan "page aft er page of the letters, with a readiness that her schooling supplied" (2:892). Judith lives in a literate world, but her search for her true name in her mother's letters meets with frustration as she fi nds every name and address erased or cut out from the pages. In the absence of oral tradition-both Thomas Hutter and Judith's unnamed mother have died, leaving no spoken hints of the truth-Judith Hutter is reduced to Judith, the woman with no name, and hence no good name. Her fate is not positively known, but years later Deerslayer (now Hawk-eye) hears a rumor that a former British offi cer known to have compromised Judith's character in New York "lived on his paternal estates" with "a lady of rare beauty . . . who had great infl uence over him, though she did not bear his name" (2:1030). The virtuous life that Deerslayer leads becomes the stuff of legend, but so does the degraded life of one possessed of advantages of beauty and literacy. Deerslayer's inadequacies become safeguards of his greatness.
These safeguards help to protect his solitude as well. Deerslayer receives a wedding proposal from Judith, the continually pursued woman who falls in love with the only man who abstains from pursuing her. While Pathfi nder had found diffi culty in choosing between the freedom of the woods and the charms of Mabel Dunham, Deerslayer stays true to his fi rst love in the fi nal novel. Earlier, when Judith asks Deerslayer where his sweetheart is, his response turns to natural poetry, and the reason is obvious: "She's in the forest, Judith-hanging from the boughs of the trees, in a soft rain-in the dew on the open grass-the clouds that fl oat about in the blue heavens-the birds that sing in the woods-the sweet springs where I slake my thirst-and in all the other glorious gift s that come from God's Providence" (2:617). If the outcome of Pathfi nder's romance with Mabel is predetermined, that between Deerslayer and Judith is even more so. This both consolidates Natty's quality as a man of nature and adds poignancy to the confl ict he feels in Pathfi nder. Here Deerslayer becomes an extended gloss on the prior Tales, and all of Natty's wanderings fi nd their object: the search for home, in God's country. The wilderness is the home of the American hero.
The Leatherstocking Tradition: A Synoptic Reading
Let us now return to Lawrence's ecstatic declaration that the Tales are the American Odyssey, and that Bumppo is Odysseus. Bumppo's wanderings certainly invite the association; his love for "sarcumventions," whether using his rifl e to make a fi re break in Prairie or dressing as a bear to infi ltrate a Huron village in Mohicans, also puts him in company with Homer's tactician. Bumppo is "skilled in all ways of contending"; in Deerslayer alone, he negotiates, taunts, argues, races, wrestles, navigates several watercraft , wins a shooting match, avoids marriage twice, and fells opponents with two diff erent weapons. And he is also No Man. With a birth name so homely as to have little meaning for him (except when he wants to be remembered at the end of his life), he takes on names to suit both his talents and the various stages of his palimpsest life: Deerslayer, HawkEye, La Longue Carabine, Pathfi nder, Leatherstocking, the hunter, the scout, the trapper, the wise chief. Yet this tension between constancy of character and fl uidity of "sobriquet," as Cooper oft en called Natty's names, makes his witness to the changing of America especially poignant: how much did things change when New York went from being a British colony to being a state? Has America always been America, or is America only the latest name for something more fundamental in the land, or the people, or the story? To think of Natty Bumppo, a fi gure so universally accepted as a feature of American mythology, as an Odysseus fi gure seems to me accurate, but it raises questions of what this kind of fi gure means to our understanding of America. If Bumppo's life is a search for his beloved wilderness-the Penelope of his story-can the story truly end in redemption? Judith, as the false Penelope, fi nds herself inundated with suitors and assailants, but despite her talents she is not faithful or craft y enough to ward off all of their advances. Will the wilderness fare any better? By returning to Lake Otsego before the days of Templeton, Cooper seems to be reaching back to a homeland that, like Ithaca, does not exist for its Odysseus anymore. The almost painful love for the woods and water of the Glimmerglass, the mythic name given Otsego by white hunters in the absence of a "Colony name" (2:524), gives Deerslayer the elegiac tone of a legend of the Golden Age, a time that even Bumppo cannot reclaim when he returns to fi nd the Hutter's "castle" in ruins and a sole ribbon the only reminder of Judith's existence-and then a growing town to at last erase that memory along with the pristine landscape.
Natty's fi rst fi ght with an enemy also suggests the fl eeting achievement of an ideal that will never again be realized. Aft er Deerslayer spots a Huron who has just shot at him, he fi nds a clear sightline but calls to the Huron to parlay rather than take advantage of his unseen maneuvers. As the two seem to part amicably, Deerslayer looks back just in time to see the Huron drawing a bead on him, and his response is instantaneous: "To cock and poise his rifl e were the acts of a single moment, and a single motion; then, aiming almost without sighting, he fi red into the bushes where he knew a body ought to be, in order to sustain the appalling countenance which alone was visible. . . . So rapid were his movements that both parties discharged their pieces at the same instant, the concussions mingling in one report" (2:598). The Indian rushes out of the bushes but only to fall mortally wounded on the shore. Deerslayer's response is to bring his foe water, resting his head in his lap and assuring him he will not take his scalp. The exchange between the two shift s from martial excitement to tender respect, almost aff ection, and when Deerslayer tells the fallen Huron his name, the brave replies: " 'That good name for boy-poor name for warrior. Get better quick. No fear there-' the savage had strength suffi cient, under the strong excitement he felt, to raise a hand and tap the young man on his breast-'eye, sartain-fi nger, lightening-aim, death. Great warrior, soon-No Deerslayer-Hawkeye-Hawkeye-Hawkeye-Shake hand' " (2:602). The warrior's name that Deerslayer earns is given not by his friends but by his fi rst enemy, and it is the name he uses with the Hurons throughout the rest of the book. No other single combat is so satisfying or so moving throughout the other books, certainly not Natty's other great kill, Magua. Never again will a single combat have so much meaning, or matter so much to Natty. Aft er reading his fi rst battle, the earlier (or later) fi ghts pale in comparison, even if they exceed it in scale.
And it is precisely this type of back-and-forth reading that the Tales invite that makes them work as a group. Though conceived only one book at a time, Cooper's Tales continue to weave back and forth into each other, changing the meaning of tears, for example, whether one fi rst reads Hawkeye mourning for Uncas or Pathfi nder weeping in the face of Mabel's rejection. The morality of shooting across the novels might be the best example of this. Deerslayer refuses to take a covert shot at his fi rst enemy, but when he fi nally receives Kill-deer as a gift from Judith, Cooper compares him to a boy wishing to try out a toy trumpet. He proposes a shooting match with Chingachgook, in which various of the birds that teem on the Glimmerglass serve as unsuspecting targets. The two hunters give little thought to the birds' welfare, at least until the time comes for Deerslayer to try Kill-deer for the fi rst time. An ea gle soars high over the lake, out of range of Chingachgook's rifl e, as it looks for food for its chicks, which are also in visual range (though unseen by all but the narrator). Deerslayer laughs when he takes aim at the ea gle, but once it falls on the deck of the Hutters' boat, he exclaims, "We've done an unthoughtful thing, Sarpent-yes, Judith, we've done an unthoughtful thing in taking life with an object no better than vanity!" (2:928). His thoughts lead him to refl ect on the larger lesson of his vanity: "What a thing is power! . . . and what a thing it is, to have it, and not know how to use it. It's no wonder, Judith, that the great so oft en fail of their duties, when even the little and the humble fi nd it so hard to do what's right, and not to do what's wrong" (2:929). He wishes to fi nd the ea gle's nest and put the chicks out of their misery, but he is on furlough from captivity, and he accepts his promised return as punishment, knowing that torture and death inevitably wait for him.
A previously unnoticed intertext shows the importance of this moment to Natty's moral development. A very similar scene occurs at the start of the Quaker John Woolman's journal, a text that was almost certainly known to the Cooper house hold while the novelist was growing up. Woolman recalls killing a bird by throwing stones at it as a young boy and triumphing over his deed until he realizes that the bird will no longer feed its babies, whom he could see in their nest from the spot where the bird fell. He then wrings the necks of the baby birds, and the verse comes to his mind that "the mercies of the wicked are cruel."  The famous integrity of Woolman's morality is forged partly from the pain of this memory, and so it seems to be for Natty, who willingly submits to the promise of painful death as a response to his misdeed-which no one else in his party sees as a sin. Of course, Natty is rescued, but his willingness to face death somehow redeems his action, even as the redemption comes at the price of the Hurons' decimation by a bayonet attack from British troops, drawn to the spot by the sound of Killdeer's report. The gruesome violence that frees Natty causes him less pain than the shooting of the ea gle, and the notion of being "wasty" dominates his ideas about other games in the book.
The Christmas turkey shoot in Pioneers carries no such moral burden, becoming almost ridiculous when Natty's rifl e misfi res (it is Kill-deer, but Cooper did not name the rifl e until Mohicans) and Brom, the own er of the birds in the contest, heckles the shooters in turn. Natty can also shoot the head off a pheasant for his dinner as a way of showing his skill and laugh at his victory. Yet a deadlier sport, the slaughter of the migrating pigeons, is one of the fi rst moments where the noble indignation of Leatherstocking emerges in its fullness. Though he had earlier lamented the downfall of the Delawares and the damaging of the forest for syrup and fi rewood, his "tall, gaunt form" paces across the fi eld as dead and dying birds cover the ground. Dozens of sportsmen fi re into a fl ock of thousands of pigeons, and the terminally hyperbolic Richard Jones even fi lls a small cannon with shot to bring down as many pigeons as possible, for no other reason than to bring them down. As both a show of skill and an admonition to the others' profligate shooting, Leatherstocking brings down a lone pigeon with a single shot, all the while decrying the townspeople's "wasty ways." Judge Temple agrees with Leatherstocking, understanding him as condemning the hunting practices, which Temple wishes to regulate for the sake of conservation. Leatherstocking's response is unexpectedly pointed: "Put an ind, Judge, to your clearings. An't the woods [God's] work as well as the pigeons? Use, but don't waste. Wasn't the woods made for the beasts and birds to harbour in? and when man wanted their fl esh, their skins, or their feathers, there's the place to seek them. But I'll go to the hut with my own game, for I wouldn't touch one of the harmless things that kiver the ground here, looking up with their eyes on me, as if they only wanted tongues to say their thoughts" (1:250). Stricken, Temple watches Leatherstocking walk away, carefully avoiding the fallen pigeons as he goes, and announces that the hunt is over. Though the pigeons have been slaughtered, Natty has gained a moral victory, if a belated and temporary one in passing on the lesson the ea gle had taught him as Deerslayer.
Given the distinction that Natty tends to make between killing for need and killing for sport, the aft ermath of the shooting match in Pathfi nder now takes on a disturbing tinge. During a shooting contest at Fort Oswego, Pathfi nder deliberately misses a shot aft er he learns of Western's frantic desire to win the prize of a silk shawl as a gift for Mabel. Aft er Western wins the shawl and gives it to Mabel, Pathfi nder walks along the lake with her. When Mabel expresses her surprise that such a famous marksman could miss a shot, Pathfi nder seeks to set the record straight: "[N]o one did as much [as Jasper] there, but you shall know what can be done here. Do you observe the gulls that are fl ying over our heads?" "Certainly, Pathfi nder-there are too many to escape notice." "Here, where they cross each other, in sailing about-" he added, cocking and rasing his rifl e-"the two-the two-now look!"
The piece was presented as quick as thought, as two of the birds came in a line, though distant from each other many yards, the report followed, and the bullet passed through the bodies of both the victims. No sooner had the gulls fallen into the lake, than Pathfi nder dropped the breach of the rifl e, and laughed in his own peculiar manner, every shade of dissatisfaction and mortifi ed pride having left his honest face. (2:175) Although Pathfi nder's exploit soothes his pride and impresses Mabel, his other experiences with such "wasty" shooting suggest not only that he is mentally distracted from his usual life by aff ection for Mabel; he is morally distracted as well, and only when he disappears back into the forest with Chingachgook at the end of the novel is he wholly himself again.
This reading across books scattered across both the Cooper and the Bumppo chronologies is decentered and multidirectional, lending to layered rereadings of the same passage and the same device over and over. This is the true narrative power of the Tales, which ultimately behave not so much as a retelling of the course of American empire as an invitation to continually reassess and revisit the American experience, mythically and ideally as rendered in the stories. The game is a device running through the epic tradition that celebrates the dead (in the Iliad and Aeneid), allows for the winning of glory and wealth (in the same works), and occasions the revelation of true identity (in the Odyssey). Cooper's recycling of devices such as this, as Leatherstocking shoots to win turkeys but also to prove his mettle-and, in a shooting match with Heyward in Mohicans, his identity-allows him to continually reinvent his character, the story he inhabits, and the tradition from which they are all drawn.
Lukács was right to call the Tales a cycle, for no chronology emerges as the chronology. The books work in a kind of Troy Cycle, a series of connected stories that have the potential to proliferate endlessly (as Cooper had contemplated adding another tale soon before his death, the fi ft h such time the idea had struck him). Like the trove of narrative material that provided a common source for the Iliad, the Odyssey, Aeschylus's Agamemnon, Sophocles's Electra, and a number of other classical works, Cooper had turned his novels into both a source and a product of a tradition made of a balance of fi ctive imagination and American history, one that would even inform his other writings, as Uncas (an ancestor of Chingachgook's) battles in The Wept of Wish-Ton-Wish and in Home as Found later descendants of Oliver Effi ngham discuss Leatherstocking with an American commodore, who avers, "They may talk of their Jeff ersons and Jacksons, but I set down Washington and Natty Bumppo as the two only really great men of my time."  Donald Pease writes that for Cooper's contemporaries, "Natty Bumppo seemed less a character in his own right than the progenitor of a tradition that he demanded be continued," and that the character's "life took possession of
